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Executive Summary

• The historic ‘Powder House’ was built in 1818 as a state gunpowder 
magazine.  It was redeveloped in 1899 by Olmsted & Eliot as a bathhouse 
to accommodate a bustling swimming scene at Magazine Beach.

• Since the close of river swimming in 1955, the building has deteriorated 
due to neglect and disuse.  It is now filled with old equipment and 
boarded up to prevent vandalism.

• Recent changes in Cambridgeport demographics, the revitalization of the 
Magazine Beach playing fields and the prospect of renewed Charles river 
swimming may finally allow the building’s rebirth.

• The purpose of this project is to evaluate potential future uses for the 
Powder House and the surrounding grounds.  Our goal is to see this 
historical asset returned to active use by the community.
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Project Mission Statement

To identify the ‘highest and best use’ for the 
Powder House building and surrounding 
area by incorporating:

– the historical value of the site

– the desires of current and future users

– the needs of current and future stakeholders

– local environmental conditions

– economic realities
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Powder Magazine

• On October 27, 1817, the 

Commonwealth of Massachusetts 

purchased Captain’s Island for the 

purpose of erecting a “public magazine 

of powder”

• The magazine was completed in 

September 1818 and cost about 

$6,500

• On August 24, 1818, the 

Commonwealth purchased the rights 

over the “Way to Captain’s Island”, 

which soon became known as 

“Magazine Street”

“The Old Magazine” in 1892

HO Ellis, 28 Sidney St., Cambridgeport, MA

Photo collection of the Cambridge Public Library

Courtesy of the Cambridge Historical Commission



Powder Magazine

• The ‘Key’s to the Powder Magazine, 

Captain’s Island Cambridge”, currently 

reside at the Massachusetts State 

house

• The key was likely  used to lock the 

heavy metal blast doors protecting  

the gunpowder and ammunition 

stored inside

• It shows signs of use

“Key to the Powder Magazine, Captain’s Island”

Massachusetts State House Art Collection

Courtesy of Susan Greendyke Lachevre, Art Collections Manager



Municipal Bath House

• In the late 1890s, the Cambridge Park 

Commission hired “Olmsted Brothers”

to develop a plan for the site.

• In July of 1899, the bathhouse 

officially opened to the public.  A full 

time attendant and a lifeguard were 

on duty.

• 136 lockers , each 12” wide and 3.5’

high, were arranged in two tiers on 

the two long sides of the structure

• Construction costs totaled $1,500.

“Captain’s Island, 1901”

City of Cambridge Park Dept. Annual Report 1901

Courtesy of the Cambridge Historical Commission



Municipal Bath House

• In 1900, additional  grading work 

removed 12 feet of elevation next to 

the bath house, requiring a new 

retaining wall and steps to be built.

• Electric lights were installed both on 

land and in the water, to enable 

nighttime bathing.

• To accommodate demand, additional 

voting booths were set up on the 

beach to allow bathers to change.

• The current at Magazine Beach was so 

swift, sometimes over 60 feet per 

minute, that three lifeguards were 

kept on duty.  In 1900, “no serious 

casualties were reported”.“Bath Houses at Captain’s Island”

City of Cambridge Park Dept. Annual Report 1900

Courtesy of the Cambridge Historical Commission



Magazine Beach

• Thousands of customers frequented 

the area, many of them staying the 

entire day.

• The complex was open from 9am until 

10pm , seven days per week, with the 

exception of four hours at low tide.

• A bathing suit rental service was 

initiated, and became the main source 

of revenue for the complex.

• Annual attendance figures:

“Magazine Beach 1906”

Walter L Colburn

Courtesy of the Cambridge Historical Commission

Year Attendees

1900 19,000 

1901 60,000 

1902 46,817 

1903 29,700 

1904 48,570 

1905 53,575 



River Swimming Ends

• A growing awareness of river pollution 

forced the MDC to close the river’s 

public beaches in the 1950s.

Swimmers at Magazine Beach about 1951

Kenneth J Connant, Jr.

Courtesy Cambridge Historical Commission



1950s renovation

• In the mid-50s, the Powder House was 

substantially renovated to serve as a year-

round working MDC facility.

• The main body of the building  was 

redeveloped as a garage, while the 

extension was partitioned into a foreman’s 

office, common room, heating / utilities 

area and bathroom. 

• A new chimney was added to serve the 

heating system, the eastern entryway was 

widened, and existing internal doors were 

closed with cinderblock

• A separate contract was prepared to 

remove the existing stone wall and re-

grade the landscape, raising the elevation 

to its present state.

• This configuration of the building has 

survived to the present day.

Alterations to Powder House

Prepared for the Metropolitan District Commission

Ames Child & Graves

April 8, 1954



MDC garage

• From the mid-50’s through at least 

the 1970s, the Powder House served 

as an MDC garage and office

• Sometime time in the 70s or 80s, the 

MDC ceased active use of the 

building

• Since that time, the building has 

fallen into progressively worse 

states of repair

Olmsted Bathhouse, Magazine Beach 

Carol A. Clarke, August 1976

Courtesy Cambridge Historical Commission



1873 1903

1916 1930

A Changing Landscape and Encroaching City

• Although Captain’s Island 

was continuously 

redeveloped, the Powder 

House has remained at the 

area’s center
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Building Exterior

• The stonework of the Powder House is in 

generally good condition.

• The roofing material is patched with tar 

shingle and is rotten in multiple areas.  It will 

most likely have to be completely replaced.

• Certain wooden elements, such as the rafters, 

may be salvageable.



Building Exterior

From Southeast From South

From North From East



Building Exterior

From Northwest, with shore and terrace From South, with terrace

Close-up of Northwest corner, showing terrace Close-up of Southwest corner

6’
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Building Interior

• The building contains years of refuse, 

including metal barrels, wooden construction 

waste and old landscaping equipment.

• Maintenance is performed only when 

absolutely necessary, almost exclusively to 

repair the roof when leaking becomes 

untenable.

• As part of any renovation, the building will be 

completely gutted.  



Floor Plan
4’ thick walls



Building Interior – garage

Eastern (main) entrance Garage from Eastern entrance

Dropped ceiling and rafters in garage Garage from Western entrance



Toilet Electrical

“Foreman’s office” “Common Room” Heating system

Building Interior – extension
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Surrounding Area

• Magazine Beach itself contains a boathouse, a DCR run 
swimming pool and several playing fields (currently 
under reconstruction).

• The site is bordered by the Charles River Mixed Use 
Trail, a busy recreational pathway.

• The Powder House is a 5 minute walk from several 
major office buildings, a newly renovated 203 room 
hotel and a shopping center anchored by Trader Joes.

• The dense Cambridgeport residential neighborhood 
begins just behind the Memorial Drive corridor.

• The site attracts visitors from the Boston Metro area.



Site Context

Site Boundary

Memorial Drive Office 

& Commercial Corridor

Cambridgeport

Residential 

Neighborhood

Magazine Beach

Regional 

Catchment 

Area



Site Context – Magazine Beach

Magazine Beach playing fields

(under construction)

Magazine Beach playing fields

(under construction)

DCR PoolRiverside Boat Club and sculls

Magazine 

Beach



Site Context – Memorial Drive Office & Commercial Corridor

Magazine Beach playng fields

Boathose and skulls

#784 - Management Sciences for Health #777 - Courtyard Marriott

#748 - Trader JoesMorse School, faculty parking lot 

(available nights and weekends 

to Magazine Beach patrons)

Memorial 

Drive 

Commercial 

Corridor



Site Context – Cambridgeport Residential  Neighborhood

Magazine Street near Granite Street

Hastings Square area

Morse School playfield & Granite street homes

Community garden 

Cambridgeport

Residential 

Neighborhood



The Cambridgeport Residential Neighborhood

In recent years, the demographics of Cambridgeport have changed substantially.  The 

district is now larger, better educated and richer.  These trends are likely to continue.



Magazine Beach constitutes a major area of green space, 

and draws recreational users from around the greater Boston area.

Site Context – Regional Catchment Area



Protected Districts

The entire Charles River embankment and esplanade, as well as large swaths of Cambridge, 

are nationally listed historic places.  Cambridgeport is generally lacking, with the exceptions 

of Hastings Square, Fort Washington, the 1930s BB Chemical Building and Shell sign.

Hastings Square

Fort Washington

BB Chemical

Shell sign



Institutional Neighbors

The site is surrounded on 3 sides by educational institutions.  

Planned future Allston expansion by Harvard will further encircle the area.
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Playing Field Users

• Following renovation, the City of Cambridge will have field permit 

priority 

• School sports season is April – June and Sept – November.  

Cambridge Schools will use the fields five days per week after 

school and all day Saturday.

• Example uses include:

– Baseball field: Cambridge Central Little League – 4-6 teams with 12-

15 per team

– Multi-purpose fields: High school lacrosse & field hockey - 20 

participants per team, Cambridge Youth Soccer - with probably 4 

teams with 16 players using the fields

• The DCR will be the primary summer user, with summer and adult 

sports leagues in July and August.



DCR Pool Users

• The DCR swimming pool attracts a substantial number of users during the

summer months.

• 2008 attendance spot checks revealed the following:

• In season, the pool attracts 200+ visitors on a good weather day.

• Although a free lunch is offered to low-income children, no concessions 

are available for the remainder of the day.

Date Day Attendance Note

June 30 Monday 85

July 9 Wednesday 215

July 13 Sunday 132

July 19 Saturday 200

July 25 Friday 65

August 7 Thursday 22 Poor weather

August 12 Tuesday 0 Poor weather



Other Recreational Users

• Recreational users travel from around Boston, and sometimes even

farther, to visit the site.

• Typical recreation activities include:

– Reading

– Eating lunch

– Dog walking

– Walking along the river, visiting the water

– Jogging, stretching and exercising

– Bicycling

– Picnicking & relaxing with family

– Playing with kids in the fields & at the playground

– Visits from Morse school students

• The site also receives a large crowd for events such as the Head of 

the Charles Regatta, Cambridge Arts Festival and Park Serve Day.



Potential for River Swimming

• The Charles River is now approaching a swimmable level of 

cleanliness – in 2007 the river met swimmable standards 63% 

of the time, up from 19% in 1995.

• In it’s “Preliminary Site Analysis for Swimming in the Charles”

the Charles River Conservancy stated:

“Magazine Beach” – Swimming Intervention should 

incorporate a natural lagoon version of the existing swimming 

pool, and should define a space mostly parallel to shore to 

avoid conflicts with boating uses.  The intervention should 

extend the existing curve of the river.”

• The site received a “thumbs-up” for further development, 

however a truly swimmable Charles is still several years away.
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Stakeholders

• A stakeholder is a person, group or organization with an 

interest in a project or which will be affected by a project’s 

outcome.

• Magazine Beach is subject to a complex, overlapping web of 

stakeholders, sometimes with divergent interests.

• All Magazine Beach stakeholders share a common goal of 

improving the site’s amenities and facilitating usage, however 

they have different visions of the site’s ideal purpose and 

different capacities to act.



Stakeholder categories

Category Definition Magazine Beach examples

Primary Actor • Direct ownership 

• Legal responsibility 

(e.g. for maintenance, security)

• Massachusetts DCR

• City of Cambridge

• State police

Representative • Visitor or user (group or individual)

• Representation of primary user

• Cambridgeport Neighborhood 

Association (President Bill August)

• State Representative Marty Walz

• City Councilor Henrietta Davis 

Influencer • Provides thought leadership or has the 

ability to influence other groups

• Charles River Conservancy

• Swiss Consulate ‘Swissnex’

(‘Swiss Style Swimming in the Charles’)

Gatekeeper • Approval authority over changes • Cambridge Historical Commission

• Cambridge Conservation Commission

On-site & 

frequent users

• Physically located at Magazine Beach 

or a frequent user of the site 

• Riverside Boat Club

• MRWA

• Sports field users (e.g. little leagues)

Magazine Beach stakeholders can be understood as falling into five different categories.



Primary Actors

Massachusetts DCR

• Owns all land and buildings

• Recommends budget and undertakes 

maintenance and improvements

• Published Charles River Master Plan, 

outlining goals for site & Charles River 

Basin as a whole

City of Cambridge

• Site falls within city limits

• Represents Cambridge community 

members, the primary uses of the area

Relationship 

to site

Key 

responsibilities

• Currently performs maintenance on 

entire Magazine Beach area, including 

Powder House building

• Under future Joint Management and 

License Agreement, will only maintain 

DCR Pool & Powder House

• Site falls within city limits – local 

government

• Under future Joint Management and 

License Agreement, will maintain playing 

fields and have priority scheduling access

Mission 

statement

Divergent responsibilities, missions and reporting relationships help to explain the site’s 

historical decline.  These differences must be overcome for redevelopment to succeed.

• “To protect, promote and enhance our 

common wealth of natural, cultural and 

recreational resources.”

• “Providing year round quality, affordable 

and accessible recreational opportunities 

for Cambridge residents”

Reporting 

relationship

• State of Massachusetts / Massachusetts 

State Legislature & Governor
• City of Cambridge / Cambridge City 

Council & Mayor’s Office



Representatives

Cambridgeport

Neighborhood Association

• Residents of Cambridgeport

are the site’s neighbors and 

primary users

• Magazine Beach is 

Cambridgeport’s “front yard”

Relationship 

to site

Goals for site 

development

• Creating more ‘traditional’

green open space

• Minimizing ‘corporate 

development’ or buildings 

with a high-rise profile

Magazine Beach’s users are represented at the local, city and state level.  

The constituents of each representative, and therefore the representative’s goals, differ.

State Representative 

Marty Walz

• Potential sponsor of State 

Legislation affecting site 

(e.g. inclusion in curatorship 

program, appropriations for 

renovation)

• Represents many potential 

users

• Ensuring that any 

proposed development will 

succeed financially and is 

backed by a rigorous 

viability analysis

• Respecting the historical 

and environmental 

integrity of the site

City Councilor 

Henrietta Davis 

• Potential sponsor of  City 

Legislation affecting site (e.g. 

new Joint Management and 

License Agreement covering 

the Phase 2 area)

• Represents many potential 

users

• Not yet consulted.

• Representative group for 

Cambridgeport residentsDescription

• State Government 

representative

• City Government 

Representative



Influencers

Charles River Conservancy

• Nonprofit citizens’ advocacy group 

dedicated to the renewal of Charles River 

Parklands

Swiss Consulate & ‘Swissnex’

• Representative of the Swiss Government 

in Boston

• Dedicated to building closer ties between 

Swiss universities and research 

institutions with the host region

Description

Relationship to 

site

• Provides significant thought leadership on 

all Charles River parkland developments

• Will evaluate and comment on any 

proposal

• Potential partner in obtaining funding and 

moving the project from plan to reality

• Currently running a series of public events 

‘Swiss Style Swimming in the Charles”

• Potential partner in publicizing the 

redevelopment plan and organizing 

awareness events about the Charles and 

the site

Goals for site 

development

Both the CRC and Swissnex have been active promoters of increased usage of the Charles, especially for 

swimming, and are potential allies in the development and promotion of any redevelopment plan.

• Attractive, active and accessible uses

• Public enjoyment of parklands

• Ensuring proper long-term maintenance

• ‘Democratic common ground’

• Broadly supportive of initiatives leading 

to greater engagement with the river.

• Especially interested in ideas that can be 

tied back to existing Swiss precedents, as 

a way to promote Switzerland and Swiss 

ideals.



Gatekeepers

Cambridge Historical Commission

• Department of the City of Cambridge

• Administers historic districts, performs 

historical research

• Approves changes to sites listed as 

Cambridge Historical Landmarks

Cambridge Conservation Commission

• Department of the City of Cambridge

• Administers the Massachusetts Wetlands 

Protection Act

Description

Relationship to 

site

• Repository of substantial volume of 

historic documentation on site

• Has published books detailing site’s 

development over time

• Will be consulted by City for opinion 

regarding any potential changes to site

• Reviews and approves any changes the 

wetlands area.

• As CCC jurisdiction extends 100 feet from 

the Charles River’s edge, effectively all of 

the site is within their jurisdiction

Goals for site 

development

Both the CHC and the CCC will be consulted for any changes to the site.  More invasive changes, such as 

modifications of the building’s footprint or the wetland area, may require their explicit approval.

• Ensuring that any future use is consistent 

with the site’s history

• Ensuring that any renovation or work at 

the site maintains its historical character 

and does not damage the building

• To promote the capture / recharge of 

groundwater and the creation of 

vegetated space

• To  prevent filling of areas within a flood 

plane and increases in impervious 

surfaces



On-site & frequent users

Riverside Boat Club

• Boathouse is located at 

northern tip of site

• Parking lot adjacent to 

boathouse is shared with 

other Magazine Beach 

users.

Relationship 

to site

Goals for site 

development

• Not consulted

• Assume maintaining access 

to sufficient parking, 

improving security and 

beauty of site.

The permanent residents and frequent users of the site 

must be consulted as the planning process progresses.

Massachusetts River 

Watershed Association

• Plant is located at southern 

tip of site, and abuts the 

Phase I playing field 

development

• Not consulted

• Not expected to object to 

most changes, as this 

portion of the site is 

sufficiently far from their 

facility.

Organized sports users 

• Major users of playing 

fields located on site

• Not consulted

• Assume maintaining access 

to sufficient parking, 

ensuing that all uses 

increase security and 

beauty of site.

• Rowing club offering its 
members access to a 
boathouse and sculls

Description

• State agency – operates the 

‘Cottage Farm’ combined 

sewage overflow & 

treatment plant

• Cambridge Little League

• Cambridge public school 

sports teams

• DCR summer league teams



Timeline of stakeholder consultations

Jan 20: Initial phone 

call with DCR

Jan 28: In person 

meeting at DCR

offices

Feb 6: Charles River 

Conservancy

Feb 9: Cambridge 

Historical Commission

Mar 9: EPA

Mar 10: Cambridge 

Conservation 

Commission

Mar 11: Fresh City 

(restaurant operator)

Mar 20: Massachusetts 

Rep. Marty  Walz

Mar 18: Swissnex:‘Swiss Style 

Swimming in the Charles’

Mar 30: Cambridgeport

Neighborhood Association

Apr 6: Carlisle, MA – Historic 

Curatorship Property

Apr 14: Charles River 

Canoe & Kayak

Apr 16: City of Cambridge 

Community Development

January February March April

Note: Uncolored meetings were for informational / research purposes
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Program Goals

• Guiding concepts: attractive, open, green, 

safe, inviting, busy, democratic, integrated

• True to original Olmsted designs and 

subsequent concepts for the Powder House

• An improvement upon existing environmental 

conditions

• A solution to existing problems



Major local problems to resolve

Issue Description

Presence of homeless Nightly group of 10 or 15 people.  Known to tie into 

electrical and telephone lines. Drug and alcohol issues.

Graffiti & refuse Especially on Charles River side of terrace

Geese Although not as numerous as by the BU bridge

Poor equipment condition Especially playground (“is it a sculpture?”) and kiddie pool

Lack of facilities Especially public bathrooms and water fountains

Lack of nighttime lighting Creates a public safety concern

Street level pedestrian 

access

• Two pedestrians have been killed crossing Memorial Drive 

away from the overhead walkway.  

• Children regularly run across Memorial Drive from the DCR

pool to purchase soda and snacks at Trader Joes.



Graffiti Refuse

“Common Room” Disjointed, unattractive aerial crossing at Morse School

Major issues to resolve

Dangerous crossing at Magazine Street



Inspiration - Genève Plage

Lake swimming 

area

Green spaces 

for sunbathing

Located next to major 

traffic thoroughfare, 

served by public 

transport
Swimming pool

Children’s 

wading pool

Changing rooms

Spray fountain

Lakeside café with 

outside seating

Waterslide

The “Geneva Beach” is highly comparable to our site, as it is similar in size, located in a temperate climate, hemmed 
in by a major road and provides both pool and open-water swimming, as well as other recreational facilities.

Basketball & 

volleyball 

courts

Bowling & 

Chess



Inspiration – Original Olmsted Plan

The original Olmsted plan is still applicable in its treatment of the area.

Direct access from 

Magazine Street

Circular loop drive for 

drop-off & pick up

Tree lined 

pedestrian 

walkways



Inspiration –Plan by Ernst Bermann

Direct access from 

Magazine Street

Powder House listed 

as “Restaurant”

River swimming 

access with beach 

and bath house

Bermann’s plan envisaged the Powder House integrated with the rest of the site as a waterside restaurant.
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Powder House Revitalization – planning steps

Due to its complexity and the interrelation with other parts of the site (e.g. DCR bath 

house, existing access ways), revitalization will require multiple steps.

Phase 1: 

Site promotion

Description

• Raising awareness of the site 

through targeted campaigns 

and low-cost actions

Importance

• Magazine Beach and the Powder House are currently 

under-utilized and under-recognized assets

• Without a substantial investment (not purely 

financial) in the site’s image and visibility, it will be 

difficult to attract project sponsors for the later 

phases

Phase 2: 

Intermediate use

Phase 3: Highest 

and Best Use

• Facilitating a temporary, lower 

value but high-visibility use

• The Powder House building is ‘hemmed in’ by the 

rest of Magazine Beach.  As such it cannot be 

redeveloped  prior to the rest of the site

• Significant site uses, such as Charles River swimming, 

should be adopted prior to Powder House 

redevelopment in order to ensure a sufficient volume 

of patrons 

• Achieving the long-term 

‘highest and best use’

• Impossible to achieve without substantial investment 

from a project sponsor.

• To be successful changes to Powder House must be 

integrated with other long-term changes at Magazine 

Beach.



Potential Powder House 

Uses Considered

• Bath House / locker room for river swimming

• Sauna / Russian steam bath

• Sporting Equipment Rental

• Charles River Interpretive Center / 

Museum of the Charles

• Riverside Café



Bath House for River Swimming

• Initial proposal: Return the building to it’s 

original use as a bathhouse / locker room.

• Key requirements: Renewed swimming in 

Charles River at Magazine Beach

• Status: Proposal Rejected

• Rationale: Building is too small.  Existing MDC 

bathhouse at Magazine Beach (or a 

replacement facility) is a better candidate for 

this purpose



Sauna / Russian Steam Bath

• Initial proposal: Convert building by installing 
year-round sauna / steam bath facilities

• Key requirements: Appropriate facilities & 
a demonstrated market for the service

• Status: Proposal Rejected

• Rationale: Building is too small.  Renovation 
would be too extensive to maintain site’s 
historic character.  No market for the service 
exists.  Wintertime access is too difficult.



Sporting Equipment Rental

• Initial proposal: Seasonal rentals of on-land sporting 
equipment such as mountain bikes, roller blades, 
kites…maybe even Segways?

• Note: Rental of water based equipment (canoes, 
kayaks) deemed unfeasible by Charles River Canoe & 
Kayak due to size of building, relationship to water and 
character of River at this location.

• Key requirements: DCR sponsored internal clean-up of 
building to allow seasonal occupancy

• Status: Flagged for Phase 2 consideration

• Rationale: Minimally invasive re-use which would 
require only the clean-out of the existing space, rather 
than substantial renovation.



Charles River Interpretive Center / 

Museum of the Charles

• Initial proposal: Convert museum into a small 
showcase / exhibition space on the Charles 
River and its history.

• Key requirements: Financial sponsorship by a 
non-profit or foundation

• Status: Flagged for Phase 3 consideration

• Rationale: Site of the only Olmsted building in 
Cambridge.  Building is of sufficient size and 
historical character for the purpose.



Riverside Café

• Initial proposal: European style café

• Key requirements: Interest from outside 
developer.  Potentially requires inclusion in 
Historic Curatorship or other public-private 
financing program.

• Status: Flagged for Phase 3 consideration

• Rationale: Ideal location.  Building could 
reasonably be converted to this purpose.  
Higher ability to procure financing for a 
potentially revenue generating business. 
Likely highest volume use available.

FOR FURTHER 

DEVELOPMEN

T



Design proposal

Boardwalk

Performance

area

Expanded parking area

New trees

Pedestrian 

crosswalks

Walkways

Café & outside 

seating

Loop drive 

(vehicle access)

Pedestrian 

crosswalks

Pedestrian 

crosswalks



Section view



Proposed planning phases

Phase 2:  

Intermediate use

Phase 3: 

Highest and Best Use

Phase 1: 

Site promotion

Recommended actions

• In cooperation with the 

Cambridge Historical 

Commission, develop historical 

marker commemorating the 

history of the Powder House 

and Captain’s Island

• In cooperation with the Charles 

River Conservancy, install  

night-time accent lighting at 

the Powder House

• Bring the Powder House 

interior up to ‘usable shed’

standard by cleaning out 

interior, removing HVAC 

system and toilet fixtures

• Improve local signage  

(e.g. availability of parking at 

Morse school)

• Further develop and refine the 

master plan for Magazine 

Beach, drawing on this report 

and  further community input.

• Solicit applications for short-

term (1-2 year term) 

concessionaire use for sporting 

equipment rental or other use 

which does not require further 

building modification

• Consider introducing the 

Powder House into the 

Historical Curatorship Program

• Improve site access by 

installing pedestrian walkways 

and pedestrian activated traffic 

signals on the corner of  

Magazine Street.

– Consider an additional 

pedestrian activated 

crosswalk near the Riverside 

boat club for shopping center 

customers

• Ensure that any major 

modifications to the area (DCR

pool, Powder House) consider 

the integrated relationship of 

all buildings at the site

• Obtain funding commitments 

for non-Powder House site 

modifications

• Identify financial sponsor for  

long-term Powder House use 

as either riverside café

(private developer) or museum 

/ interpretive space (non-profit 

/ foundation)

• Pursue restoration funds  

available due to site’s location 

in the National Historic District 

(may require certification as 

“contributing to the historic 

significance of the district”)



Lighting



Café financial assumptions –

Uses of funds

• Total investment will depend on scope of intervention

• Minimum $400,000

– 2,000 s.f. @ $200 per s.f.

– Includes renovation / restoration of existing interior 

space, minor alterations to building’s structure

• Maximum $900,000

– 3,000 s.f. @ $300 per s.f.

– Includes extension of existing addition to create atrium 

area, removal of internal walls, installation of skylights

ROUGH 

ESTIMATES



Café financial assumptions –

Potential sources of funds

• Annual sales - ~$400,000 per year (average Starbucks sales 

are $1 mm per store)

– Café open 250 days / year 

(Mar 15 – Nov 15, assuming atrium is completed)

– Anticipate 200 customers / day @ $8 per customer = $1,600 per day 

(sales highly skewed towards July / August / weekends)

• Rent - ~10% of café sales

• Annual rent - ~$40,000

• Expected developer investment - ~$500,000

– $40,000 @ 8% cap rate = ~$500,000 

– Note: Site is free from property tax liability

ROUGH 

ESTIMATES



Potential Sources of Funds – Historic Curatorship Program

• Public-Private Partnership between DCR and private entity

• DCR enters into a long-term lease with a Curator / Tenant 

who pays rent in the form of services – esp. the  

rehabilitation and maintenance of the property

Description

• Must be compatible with the surrounding community while 

enhancing the visitor’s experience of the public park

• Requires a ‘minimum level of public access’, e.g. a benefit to 

the public beyond the physical rehabilitation of the property 

(e.g. allowing a local group to use the property for meeting 

or event space, providing trash clean-up in the area, 

providing public restrooms(?))

• May be used for commercial purposes

Use Restrictions

• Long-term (10-50 year, typically 25+) solution

• Does not require any initial capital outlay by DCR

• Private operator assumes all responsibility for maintenance –

relieves DCR of ongoing maintenance expense

• Creates a active-usage situation where none existed 

previously

Benefits

• Powder House must be included on the list of Curatorship 

properties - requires inclusion in appropriate State 

Legislation

• DCR must perform conditions assessment to determine 

scope of work and cost, and determine if any pre-

Curatorship maintenance is required (e.g. de-leading

• DCR must administer application process to identify 

appropriate curator and develop Curatorship agreement

Pre-actions required

• Subletting (e.g. from a developer with a long-term lease to 

an operator with a short-term lease) is allowed as long as 

the terms of the Curatorship agreement are respected

Other

The Historic Curatorship Program could 

potentially unlock the ~$500,000 in developer 

investment possible with a café use at the site.



Potential Sources of Funds – Federal & State Tax Rehabilitation Credits

• Federal income tax credit equal to 20% of the cost of 

rehabilitating a historic building for commercial use

• Lowers the amount of tax owed – a dollar of tax credit 

reduces the amount of income tax owed by one dollar

Description

• Building must be used in a trade or business held for the 

production of income

• The rehabilitation must be substantial

• The property must be placed in service

• The historic character of the property shall be retained and 

preserved.

Use Restrictions

• Reduces the total cost of renovation / restoration by the 

value of the tax credit.

Benefits

• The Powder House is already located within a Registered 

National Historic District.  It must, however, be ‘certified’ by 

the National Park Service to be eligible for the tax credit.

• Once certified, and after a rehabilitation plan has been 

developed, the plan must be approved by the State Historic 

Preservation Office

Pre-actions required

• Tax credit covers cost of work on the historic building, 

architectural & engineering fees, site survey fees, legal 

expenses and other construction-related costs.

• Long term lessees (e.g. Historic curators) may apply as long 

as their remaining lease is 39 years or longer.

• May be combined with other federal and state tax 

incentives.

Other

Massachusetts Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credits 

are also available to reduce state income tax, and 

have a very similar set of requirements 



Potential Sources of Funds – DCR Partnership Matching Program

• DCR program which provides matching funds for monetary 

contributions by community groups, friends groups, park 

advocacy groups, corporations, institutions, and individuals

• Provides a dollar-for-dollar match for private, non-state 

funding partners for capital projects. 

Description

• Available for capital projects at the parks, open spaces, and 

properties managed by DCR.

• Projects may include major field reconstruction, building 

restorations, interpretive signs, planning efforts

• Generally includes construction and/or restoration of 

physical features on state land and the planning required for 

such projects.

• Projects must not infringe on public use and enjoyment.

Use Restrictions

• Projects that address deferred maintenance needs are 

strongly encouraged.

• Projects should meet management goals of DCR as 

expressed by a master plan, management plan, or by agency 

staff in the absence of such plan.

Benefits

• Development of proposal for the proceeds of the matched 

contribution – e.g. repairing the buildings roof or installation 

of a historical marker at the site

• Raising of funding commitments from community groups 

and donors

• Application to the DCR

Pre-actions required

• DCR will manage the implementation of the projects, in close 

consultation with the partner(s) making the contributions.

Other

Partnership matching funds are ideally suited for 

funding the basic maintenance needs of the 

structure, for example the roof, which could be 

repaired prior to  other actions.



Potential Sources of Funds – National Trust for Historic Preservation

• Provides matching grants ranging from $500 to $5,000 to 

nonprofit organizations and public agencies to initiate 

preservation projects.  

• Funds may be used to support consultants in architecture, 

law, planning, economics, and graphic design.

Preservation Fund

• Provides grants ranging from $2,500 to $10,000 to 

nonprofits and public agencies for projects that contribute to 

the preservation or recapture of an authentic sense of place.  

• Individuals and for-profit businesses may apply if the project 

for which funding is requested involves a National Historic 

Landmark.  

• Funds may be used for professional advice, conferences, 

workshops and education programs. 

Johanna Favrot Fund

• Supports preservation-based community development 

projects

• Provides financial and technical resources to organizations 

that use historic preservation to support the revitalization of 

underserved and distressed communities. 

• Provides rehabilitation loans for commercial and public use 

projects.  

• Eligible borrowers include non-profits, governments, and for 

profit developers of older and/or historic buildings.

National Preservation Loan Fund

• Makes equity investments in the rehabilitation of historic 

properties eligible for the 20 percent federal historic 

rehabilitation tax credit, and where available, state historic 

tax credits and the New Markets Tax Credit (NMTC). 

• Projects with development costs under $6 million are eligible 

for the Small Deal Fund 

• Tax-exempt nonprofits and public-sector developers may be 

eligible by creating a limited liability partnership.  

• NTCIC has a special interest in those projects with a high 

community benefit.

National Trust Community Investment Corporation 

The National Trust for Historic Preservation offers a number of programs which may be 

applicable to the Powder House – these should be evaluated early in the planning process.



Potential Sources of Funds – Other Sources

Predevelopment Assistance

• Matching awards of $5,000 to $25,000 for downtown real 

estate development projects in economic target areas•

• Projects must be eligible under Economic Development 

Financing Program.

• Eligible projects include feasibility analysis, preliminary 

architectural or engineering appraisals, historic consultants,

Massachusetts Development Finance Agency

Massachusetts Preservation Projects Fund

• Provides a 50% reimbursable matching grant for the 

rehabilitation of historic properties, landscapes and sites.

• Eligible properties must be listed in or eligible for listing in

the State Register of Historic Places 

• Projects must be under municipal or non-profit ownership.

• Feasibility studies, plans and specifications and historic 

structures reports are also eligible activities. 

Massachusetts Historical Commission

• To preserve and enhance American historical entities

• Looks for community impact, multiple partners, a solid 

financial and management structure and modern relevancy

• Funds bricks and mortar restoration projects, agricultural, 

transportation, and industry museums and sites, sustainable 

/ green restoration and preservation

1772 Foundation

• Supports organizations and programs Community Economic 

Development & Urban Environment

• Eligible organizations must be not for profit groups.  

• Must be located in the Greater Boston area

The Boston Foundation

These organizations may also be sources of development funding and support

• Provides grant assistance for low income neighborhoods.

• Eligible projects include housing rehabilitation, economic 

development, crime prevention and maintenance of urban 

open space.  

• Priority to projects in Boston, Cambridge, etc.

Hyams Foundation 

• Provides grant assistance.

• Areas of eligibility include community development in low 

income and minority neighborhoods, historic preservation.

• Support for projects outside the City of Boston and vicinity is 

limited.

Mabel Louise Riley Foundation
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Early History

• At the time of Cambridge’s founding in 1630, 

Cambridgeport consisted of ‘low-lying, 

partially wooded land bordered by swamps 

and marshes along the Charles River’

• About 1637, a ‘small hillock of upland’ was 

granted to Captain Daniel Patrick, a captain 

in the Colony’s Militia

• ‘Captain’s Island’, which totaled about five 

acres, rose above the marshes but was a true 

island only at high-water

• Daniel Patrick lived in Cambridge only a short 

time; he was killed in a quarrel in Stamford, 

Connecticut in 1643 and the land later 

passed into the hands of Francis Dana

• During the Revolutionary war, protective 

earthworks and a “3 gun battery” might have 

been built on the island.

A Plan of Boston in New England with its Environs…

With the Military Works Constructed in the Years 1775 and 1776

Published according to Act of Parliament, June 2d, 1777, London

Henry Pelham, cartographer



Powder Magazine

• On October 27, 1817, the heirs of 

Francis Dana sold Captain’s Island to 

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 

for the purpose of erecting a “public 

magazine of powder”

• The magazine was completed in 

September 1818 and cost about 

$6,500

• On August 24, 1818, the 

Commonwealth purchased the rights 

over the “Way to Captain’s Island”, 

which soon became known as 

“Magazine Street”

“The Old Magazine” in 1892

HO Ellis, 28 Sidney St., Cambridgeport, MA

Photo collection of the Cambridge Public Library

Courtesy of the Cambridge Historical Commission



Powder Magazine

• The ‘Key’s to the Powder Magazine, 

Captain’s Island Cambridge”, currently 

reside at the Massachusetts State 

house

• The key was likely  used to lock the 

heavy metal blast doors protecting  

the gunpowder and ammunition 

stored inside

• It shows signs of use

“Key to the Powder Magazine, Captain’s Island”

Massachusetts State House Art Collection

Courtesy of Susan Greendyke Lachevre, Art Collections Manager



Development of 

Cambridgeport

• The Powder Magazine was used 

throughout the 1800s.  The 1845 

Adjutant General’s report listed over 

290,000 cartridges stored there.

• During the Civil War, the still 

functioning powder magazine was 

placed under the guard of the First 

Company of Cadets, composed of 

Harvard University volunteers.

Hale’s Map of Cambridge, from survey taken in June 1830

Survey of Architectural History in Cambridge, Cambridgeport 

Section, p. 21, Cambridge Historical Commission, 1971



A New Proposal

• As early as 1889, the City of 

Cambridge was considering the 

purchase of Captain’s Island and the 

surrounding  land for the purpose of 

erecting a public park and bathing 

beach.

• The Cambridge Park Commission, 

organized in 1893, determined that  

Captain’s Island would become the 

largest park in the city.

• In the late 1890s, they hired “Olmsted 

Brothers” to develop a plan for the 

site.

Beach at Captain’s Island

City of Cambridge Park Dept. Annual Report, 1899

Courtesy of the Cambridge Historical Commission



The Olmsted Plan

“Captain’s Island”

Olmsted Brothers Landscape Architects

Prepared for City of Cambridge Park Commission, 1899



Municipal Bath House

• 136 lockers , each 12” wide and 3.5’

high, were arranged in two tiers on 

the two long sides of the structure

• In July of 1899, the bathhouse 

officially opened to the public.  A full 

time attendant and a lifeguard were 

on duty.

• During the first year, bathers were 

required to provide their own suits, 

but use of the bath house for changing 

and storage of possessions was free.

• Construction costs totaled $1,500.

“Captain’s Island, 1901”

City of Cambridge Park Dept. Annual Report 1901

Courtesy of the Cambridge Historical Commission



Municipal Bath House

• In 1900, additional  grading work 

removed 12 feet of elevation next to 

the bath house, requiring a new 

retaining wall and steps to be built.

• Electric lights were installed both on 

land and in the water, to enable 

bathing until 9pm on weekdays.

• To accommodate demand, voting 

booths were set up on the beach to 

allow bathers to change.

• The current at Magazine Beach was so 

swift, sometimes over 60 feet per 

minute, that three lifeguards were 

kept on duty.  In 1900, “no serious 

casualties were reported”.“Bath Houses at Captain’s Island”

City of Cambridge Park Dept. Annual Report 1900

Courtesy of the Cambridge Historical Commission



Magazine Beach
• In 1901, a semi-permanent wooden 

men’s locker house was constructed on 

the beach.  The Powder House then 

served as the boy’s bathhouse.  A similar 

women’s bathhouse was built around 

1902.

• The complex was open from 9am until 

10pm , seven days per week, with the 

exception of four hours at low tide.

• A bathing suit rental service was 

initiated, and became the main source of 

revenue for the complex.

• Annual attendance figures:

“Bathing Beach. Captain’s Island, 1901.”

City of Cambridge Park Dept. Annual Report, 1901

Courtesy of the Cambridge Historical Commission

Year Attendees

1900 19,000 

1901 60,000 

1902 46,817 

1903 29,700 

1904 48,570 

1905 53,575 



Magazine Beach

• For the first ten years, thousands of 

customers frequented the area, many 

of them staying the entire day.

• In 1910, however, the Charles River 

was dammed, and became fresh as a 

result.  

• The number of swimmers, particularly 

adults, fell dramatically, although 

children did not seem to notice the 

change.

• By this time the wooden men’s and 

women’s bath houses suffered from 

disrepair and had “long since outlived 

their usefulness”.

“Magazine Beach 1906”

Walter L Colburn

Courtesy of the Cambridge Historical Commission



Magazine Beach

• On November 12, 1916, both the 

men’s and women’s bath houses 

were completely destroyed by a fire.  

• The superintendent was a little too 

happy about this fact in his annual 

report.

Magazine Beach and Bath House, Cambridge, Mass

Mrs. Paul Lawrence, postmarked March 21, 1916

Courtesy of Cambridge Historical Commission



Rebuilding and renovation

• With the destruction of the wooden 

bath houses, drastic action had to be 

taken.

• Two voting booths were set up on the 

beach, one for the men and one for 

the women.

• The Powder House was used for both 

boys and men.

• Agitation for a new bath house was 

started by the Boston Post.

Magazine Beach, 1935

Courtesy DCR Archives



Rebuilding and renovation

• On October 17, 1917, after two years 

of getting by with voting booths, the 

City Council appropriated $20,000 for 

construction of a new bath house.  

• The firm of Charles R. Grecco was 

hired to design a new building and to 

remodel the Powder House

• Several rounds of bidding ensued.  The 

lowest bid was $16,600 for the new 

bath house and $3,000 for the Powder 

House

• The changes at the Powder House 

included new toilets, showers and 

lockers.

Magazine Beach Bathhouse, 1941

Courtesy DCR Archives



Rebuilding and 

renovation

• The construction of the new 

bathhouse allowed swimming to 

continue at Magazine Beach for 

the next 30 years.

• During this time, parking facilities 

were expanded substantially to 

accommodate demand.

• Note the loop drive beginning at 

Magazine Street and approaching 

the Powder House.

Magazine Beach around 1940

Courtesy of the Cambridge Historical Commission



1873 1903

1916 1930

A Changing Landscape and Encroaching City

• Although Captain’s Island 

was continuously 

redeveloped, the Powder 

House has remained at the 

area’s center



Declining value

• Some time prior to 1941, perhaps 

immediately following completion of 

the new bath house, the Powder 

House was taken out of service as a 

bathing facility.

• This 1941 photo shows it already used 

as an MDC storage shed.

Powder House Storage Shed, 1941

Courtesy of DCR Archives



Final days of swimming

• Magazine Beach as a whole remained 

popular as a swimming destination 

into the early 1950s.

Magazine Beach in the late 40s

Courtesy Cambridge Historical Commission



River Swimming Ends

• A growing awareness of river pollution 

forced the MDC to close the river’s 

public beaches in the 1950s.

Swimmers at Magazine Beach about 1951

Kenneth J Connant, Jr.

Courtesy Cambridge Historical Commission



1950s renovation

• In the mid-50s, the Powder House was 

substantially renovated to serve as a year-

round working MDC facility.

• The main body of the building  was 

redeveloped as a garage, while the 

extension was partitioned into a foreman’s 

office, common room, heating / utilities 

area and bathroom. 

• A new chimney was added to serve the 

heating system, the eastern entryway was 

widened, and existing internal doors were 

closed with cinderblock

• A separate contract was prepared to 

remove the existing stone wall and re-

grade the landscape, raising the elevation 

to its present state.

• This configuration of the building has 

survived to the present day.

Alterations to Powder House

Prepared for the Metropolitan District Commission

Ames Child & Graves

April 8, 1954



MDC garage

• From the mid-50’s through at least 

the 1970s, the Powder House served 

as an MDC garage and office

• Sometime time in the 70s or 80s, the 

MDC ceased active use of the 

building

• Since that time, the building has 

fallen into progressively worse 

states of repair

Olmsted Bathhouse, Magazine Beach 

Carol A. Clarke, August 1976

Courtesy Cambridge Historical Commission


